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Entry Task

Spend 10 minutes to complete 
Lesson 13 exercises and problem 
set.
Also, obtain the following materials:

ÊYour Engage NY workbook

ÊProtractor and ruler (with precise markings)



Rotation Demo
How far away is the figure from the 
rotation point:

ÊBefore anything happens?

ÊAfter we rotate 30°?
ÊAfter we rotate 30°?
ÊDoes “distance” change with rotation?



Friday Mini-Quiz

Only 10 points:

You will be given an image and pre-
image. You will be asked to describe the 
angle of rotation.



Final Exam Dates

§January 21 & 22.
§ www.mrgermanis.com/studyguide

for an interactive study guide.



Major Understanding

You MUST know how to find a 
perpendicular bisector using a 
compass and straight edge to be 
successful in this unit!



Perpendicular Bisector



Which are reflections?
The image part with relationship ID rId2 was not found in the file.



Engage NY pg. 76
1. Draw line segment BB’
2. Make a point M where the line 

segment intersects the line DE
3. Measure the length B’M and BM

(use centimeters).
4. Measure the angle ∠𝐷𝑀𝐵 with 

your protractor.



Quiz Preparation

Explain to your neighbor how to 
measure the angle of rotation.

What is the difference between 
clockwise and counter-clockwise?



Example 1 – pg. 77

1. Connect B to B’
2. Find the midpoint
3. Connect C to C’
4. Find the midpoint
5. Connect the midpoint to 

create the line of reflection.
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Entry Task

Obtain the tools you think 
you’ll need today.
ÊProtractor
ÊRuler
ÊEngage NY workbook.



Perpendicular Bisector

How to use a protractor to create  
a perpendicular bisector (no 
compass necessary).



Finding a Line of Reflection

Engage New York Pg. 78

Use the protractor method to find 
the perpendicular bisector 
through any two corresponding 
points.



Example 2 & 3 – Pg. 73

Find the perpendicular bisector 
for Example 2 & 3



Demo - Example 5

Mr. Germanis will demonstrate 
how to find the reflection of a 
figure over a line.



Prepare for Quiz

Protractors permitted:

ÊNo cell phones

ÊBackpack’s on floor

ÊNo talking

ÊTurn quiz face down when 
finished.



When done with Quiz

Work on these tasks:

ÊLesson 13 Exercises (pg. 71 – 73)

ÊLesson 13 Problem Set (pg. 74)
ÊOnly #1, 2, & 6
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Entry Task

Order the following numbers 
from least to greatest:

3𝜋, 62, 8.7×101 						
19
2



Goals for the Week

ÊReview Algebra Skills
• First part of class each day
• To prepare for those students taking the EOC 

assessment next week.

ÊComplete Lesson 14 & 15

ÊReview for the final Exam.



Final Exam Dates

§January 21 & 22.
§ www.mrgermanis.com/studyguide

for an interactive study guide.



Algebra Practice

Solve the equation for a.

𝑑 = 𝑣𝑡 +
1
2
𝑎𝑡:



Algebra Practice

Determine which values x is 
defined for. Express your answer 
with an inequality.

5 − 𝑥



Return Quiz

§ Important Ideas



Rotations and Reflections

Write down the steps as Mr. G. re-
explains how to construct:

ÊRotation

ÊReflection

With a compass and straight edge.



Rotating an Object

For each point to move:

1. Draw a line segment between the point of 
rotation and point you want to move.

2. Measure the line segment drawn in part 1.

3. Align your protractor with the point of 
rotation and the line segment drawn.

4. Draw the transformed point the same 
distance as part 2, in the direction of the 
angle of rotation.



Reflecting an Object
For each point to move:

1. Draw a circle with your point as the center that 
crosses the line of reflection.

2. There is now a line segment on your line of 
reflection.

3. Use a compass to create a perpendicular 
bisector for that line segment.

4. Mark the transformed point that is the same 
distance from the line as the original point.



Reflection



Problem Set 14 (pg. 80)

Complete lesson 14 problem set 
question # 1-4.


